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Publisher's Note
Editor in Chief

Michelle Gordon

H

ot off the heels of a fabulous
Carnival season, a glorious
performance by both our
men’s and women’s West
Indies teams in the ICC Cricket Twenty
20 Championships and, at the time of print,
the makings of the largest JMA/ JEA Expo
in years, there’s a lot to be excited about.
With the awesome line up of Carnival
events over the past few weeks and our
largest ever Road March, there’s no doubt
Destination Kingston continues to grow.
Trini, Bajan, Canadian and American
accents, just to name a few, were in
abundance at every fete, every hotel and
in many of our cafes, restaurants, bars
and eateries these past few weeks and
hearing the chorus of all of these accents
chanting sweet soca melodies down the
road together bodes well for the future as
Jamaica’s Carnival grows internationally.
Looking ahead, we are excited to see
what the JMA/JEA Expo has in store
this year. With programs like National’s
Bold Ones, the Observer’s Mogul in
the Making and NCB’s Capital Quest
we’ve seen a number of small food
manufacturers and entrepreneurs in
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the spotlight recently. We’re
anxious to see how many will
take their products to the next
level and share a little more of
Brand Jamaica with the world
just as Ricky Wates and his
family, who are featured in
this issue, brought Hawaiian
‘solo sunrise’ papaya seeds to
the island many years ago and
now export a whopping 80%
of all produce to the global
community.
A most beautiful farm, a
tremendous family team and excellent
product, we’re inspired by the scope, size
and reach of the Valley Fruit Company.
This is an amazing story and we have to
think that this is one of Jamaica’s best
kept secrets in food and in agriculture. It
categorically shows that done the right
way, farming can be a great business.
And speaking of best kept secrets, we’re
excited to debut two of the Jamaica’s
newest gems – The Runaway in St. Ann
that is not your typical Bed & Breakfast,
but more of your new age luxury B&B,
customized for that adventurous digital
nomad seeking to ‘live’ as a local, as well
as the all new Moon Palace Jamaica Grande,
a luxury hotel featuring a dolphin park,
a surfing wave pool and numerous 5 star
restaurants and bars.
Enjoy a sneak peak into these new spots
as well as traditional spots like Sugar Mill,
Tryall and Jade Gardens. Of course, no
issue would be complete without the
personalities who make us proud, excited
and hungry like Angie Mar, Haleem Card,
Andre Fowles and Cecile Levee.
Happy Indulging!
ML and Tania
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CHEF CHECK

.

.

“THE MOST
IMPORTANT
INGREDIENTS
ARE SALT AND

Love”

– Haleem Card

.

.

A Fresh Take On Food
With Chef Haleem Card
BY ABIGAIL ROWE • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

Former Wolmerian and recipient of the 2015 Jamaica
Yellow Pages’ Junior Chef on the Rise award, Haleem
Card is causing quite a stir in the food scene.
Bursting with passion for his craft, Haleem is on a
personal mission to use his cooking to transport you
right back to your grandmother’s kitchen. “I want
to cook the kind of food that makes people want to
unbutton and go straight to sleep,” he says.
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Crispy Belly Pork on a bed of greens

H

is first encounter helping his mother experimentation, or through his favourite shows on
bake a cake for a bake sale while he the Food Network or YouTube. Interestingly, despite
was in prep school was the beginning his interest in cooking new things and learning new
of where he finds himself today. It techniques, Haleem describes himself as anti-vegan.
was Haleem’s mother (a former chef herself ) who He believes that “vegetables were made to feed the
introduced him to new techniques and ingredients. animals that you then cook,” he laughs. This view he
He recalls frying his first egg for his younger sister shares with one of his major inspirations, Chef Angie
and acknowledges her role in his ‘food affairs’. From Mar whom he recently met. Angie Mar only cooks
there, he became that young boy who preferred to fry meat because it’s what she likes to eat: “I’ve never
omelettes at two in the afternoon instead of going out looked at it that way because we’re always taught that
the customer is always right,” he said.
to play football or cricket.
Haleem’s first idea for a logo was birthed from his
Like any other chef, Haleem has special ingredients
initial introduction to his craft – pastry and baking. he simply can’t (or won’t) cook without: butter and
This is where his food journey began. But he has or bacon fat. “It adds a sort of decadence to a dish…
grown leaps and bounds and has now immersed and who doesn’t love bacon?” he says. In fact, his
himself in the mastery of cooking. Having started favourite food to eat and cook is pork. He even calls
his professional career when he was 17 years old, 17 it his ‘specialty’ and bemoans anyone who attempts
Layers is a representation of this young chef ’s ‘layers’ to feed him jerk pork that is ‘too dry’ or not well
seasoned. He believes the meat should be allowed to
of diversity and creativity.
Haleem describes himself as an experimenter “speak for itself ” and not be so charred that it has no
because he isn’t afraid to try new things in the voice to do so.
kitchen. “I'll take two completely unconventional
What makes him different? Haleem cooks with
ingredients- sometimes they work and sometimes they heart. He truly enjoys what he does and even plays a
really don’t” he says. He learns everyday; whether by tune or two while cooking in the kitchen to ensure
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Herb Encrusted Rack of Lamb with Garlic Beets & Sweet Potatoes

that he doesn’t get stressed. “The most important
ingredients are salt and love,” he says and though it
may be cliché, he believes that if you cook with love,
his clients will taste it. Haleem doesn’t want you to
choose something off his menu just because it’s there;
he wants to cook the kind of food that you genuinely
want to eat; the kind of food that takes you to another
level of comfort.
Cooking is what he loves. Haleem will tell you
that he hasn’t worked a day in his soon-to-be 19
years of existence. He has and will work even for
free because he loves it that much - “not that I don’t
need money, because you have to know what you’re

ISSUE 5 • 2016

worth. The point is I love it that much.” He says. He
doesn’t have a ‘dream client’ and he doesn’t dream of
catering any particular event. What he wants to do is
have the opportunity to cook for anyone he looks up
to or is inspired by. Haleem wants to be an inspiration
to his peers, encouraging them not just to go in to
cooking, but also any field that makes them happy.
He especially wants to go into schools especially and
as he puts it, “get rid of every tomato rose and scallion
garnish from all food and nutrition courses.” He is
passionate about quality food that not only tastes
amazing but will make you proud to call it yours.
Follow Chef Haleem on Instagram @Chef.Card, (876) 865-2230
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Rack of
Lamb
.

.

RECIPE PROVIDED BY CHEF HALEEM CARD (876) 865-2230

Ingredients:
»» 2 racks of lamb, trimmed
»» 3 tablespoons chopped parsley
»» salt and ground black pepper to
taste
»» 1/2 tablespoon cumin

»» 1 tablespoon vegetable oil
»» 2/3 cup chopped pistachio nuts
»» 2 tablespoons dry bread crumbs
»» 1 tablespoon melted butter
»» 1 teaspoon olive oil

»» salt and ground black pepper to
taste
»» 2 tablespoons Dijon mustard
»» 1 tablespoon whole grain mustard
»» 1 teaspoon honey

Directions:
01

Preheat oven to 400 degrees F (200 degrees C). Line
a baking sheet with aluminum foil. Generously season
each rack of lamb with cumin, salt, and black pepper
(recommended to season overnight)
Heat oil in a large skillet over high heat. Place lamb
02
in skillet and cook, browning on all sides, 6 to 8 minutes.

Transfer lamb to a foil-lined baking sheet; set aside.
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Stir pistachios, parsley, bread crumbs, butter, olive
oil, and a pinch of salt and black pepper in a bowl. Spread
mustard on the fat-side of each rack of lamb. Pat pistachio
mixture on top of mustard. Bake in the preheated oven until
the crust is golden and lamb is pink in the center, 20 to 25
minutes. Transfer to a plate and let rest 10 minutes before
slicing.
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Blue Mountain
Panna Cotta

RECIPE PROVIDED BY CHEF HALEEM CARD (876) 865-2230

Ingredients:

»» 600ml cream
»» 400g can sweetened
condensed milk
»» 1 vanilla pod, split in half
and seeds scraped out
»» 50g caster sugar
»» Pinch of sea salt

»» 50g coffee beans (or 3
teaspoons of Blue Mountain
Coffee)
»» 1 tablespoon cocoa powder
»» 2 ½ teaspoons or 1 packette
powdered gelatin
»» 4 tablespoons water

For the Espresso Layer
»» 1 tablespoon caster sugar
»» 120ml freshly brewed
espresso
»» ½ teaspoon powdered gelatin
(or use 1 gelatin packette)
»» 2 teaspoons water

Directions:
01

Put the cream in a saucepan over a medium heat and
add the condensed milk, vanilla pod and seeds, sugar and
salt. Bring to a simmer, stirring to dissolve the sugar, then
turn off the heat and leave to infuse for 10 minutes. Remove
the vanilla pod.

02

Pour half of the infused cream mix into another
saucepan and add the espresso beans and cocoa powder.
Bring to a simmer, whisking to combine, then set to one
side for 20 minutes to allow the flavours to infuse. Strain
into a jug and then return to a clean saucepan.

03

Divide the powdered gelatin into two separate bowls
and add half of the water to one of the bowls. Allow to sit
for 5 minutes, then place the bowl sitting over a saucepan of
simmering water and allow the gelatin to melt.

.

.

Whisk gently into the vanilla cream, then pour into a
04
measuring jug. Cover with cling film and chill for about 20
minutes until just beginning to set.

Meanwhile, dissolve the remaining gelatin and water
05
as before and then whisk into the espresso cream. Pour into

a separate measuring jug, then cover with cling film and
chill for about 20 minutes.

06

Pour about a quarter of the vanilla cream into 6-8
rock glasses or somewhat similar glasses and cover with
cling film. Stick the glasses in the freezer for about 5
minutes until the layer is just set.

As soon as the vanilla cream is set, pour over a layer
07
of the coffee cream – you decide how thick or thin you want

the layers. Return to the freezer again for 5 minutes until
set and then repeat the layers with the rest of the vanilla
and espresso cream. If you find that either mix is setting
too quickly in the jugs just leave them at room temperature.
Return to the fridge for at least an hour.

To make the final espresso layer, stir the sugar into
08
the espresso until dissolved. Meanwhile, put the gelatin and

water into a bowl and set aside for 5 minutes, then set over a
saucepan of simmering water and allow the gelatin to melt.
Stir into the espresso and leave until cool but still pourable.
Pour a thin layer over each Panna cotta and return to the
fridge for another hour or so until set.
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The
Sugar Mil : 1676

.

.

PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

The Sugar Mill restaurant in Montego Bay sets the
benchmark for fine dining in Jamaica since its doors
first opened in 1953. The term ‘often imitated, never
duplicated’ comes to mind, as this iconic restaurant
continues to raise the bar for dining destinations across
the region. Offering a culinary experience that can only
be described as enchanting, The Sugar Mill Restaurant
both satisfies and leaves you wanting more. It’s a
thin line of modest indulgence that the proprietors of
this restaurant have managed to create, perfect and
virtually patent.
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S

et amidst the ruins
of an old plantation
water mill, the
sense of antiquity is
breathtaking. Some
340 years of history
is ensconced in the cut-stone brick building
that houses a water wheel - still turning and
still giving life. The open-air atmosphere of
the restaurant, exquisitely set on the terrace
of the Half Moon Golf Course, has diners
anticipating the experience to come.
The Sugar Mill is known for it’s unique
twist on quintessential Jamaican cuisine.
Chef de Cuisine Christopher Golding has
crafted the perfect balance of provocative
and exceptional; effortlessly creating
dishes that massage the palate and
ignite the senses. Classic combinations
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SOLOMAN'S BROCHETTE - Beef, Pork, Sausage, Fish & Shrimp Skewer
Flamed With Aged Rum At Your Table
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Coconut Crusted Grouper Fillet with Steamed Cassava Bammy
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Pineapple Carpaccio

of European recipes with authentic
Caribbean cooking techniques create an
amazing burst of flavours.
With over 150 varietals, The Sugar
Mill boasts one of the finest wine cellars
in Jamaica. Up the ante of this dining
experience and take a private tour of
the cellar where, with suggestions and
recommendations from knowledgeable
wait staff, you make your selections that
will accompany your evening’s meal. The
Sugar Mill is only open in the evening,
lending itself to the creating beautiful,
starlit memories.
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This restaurant can easily be classified
as an epicurean indulgence that caters to
all the senses. With picturesque views,
an elegantly relaxing ambiance and
exquisite flavours, the intimate aesthetic
of your surroundings weaves an intricate
relationship between the patron and
restaurant. This is an experience that
lasts far beyond the duration of the
meal, creating anticipation for the next
indulgence.
If you are staying at a nearby hotel or villa, The
Sugar Mill will gladly send a driver to pick you up.
Call 876-953-2314 for reservations or book online
at http://halfmoon.rockresorts.com/dining/sugarmill-en.html
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OUT OF MANY POTS

.

.
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From China to Jamaica, With Love

BY JOELLE LODENQUAI • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS • STYLING: MELANIE MILLER

As I’d walk out of my apartment complex and
cross Xujiahui Road, I’d make my way through the
congestion of pedestrians, cyclists, motorized scooters
and vending carts then head right onto the popular
Taikang Road. Here were the hustle of busy bodies,
blonde-haired tourists in their cargo shorts with
Nikons pointing, and the chorus of ‘Huan ying guang
lin’, a welcoming phrase, repeated by waiters at the
entrances of small restaurants and by uniformed girls
standing outside salons.
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T

here was the
market f illed
with dragon
f r u it
and
mangoes bigger
than my palm,
and DVD shops whose windows were
plastered with faces of American actors.
But of all the hole-in-the-wall stops, my
favourite was by the massive bamboo
steamers where I was guaranteed my freshly
steamed pork buns, zhu rou baozi, and my
egg tarts, dan ta. The young man would
smile shyly, mouthing ‘Hello’, and routinely
ask, ‘Xiaojie, ni yao shenme?’, Miss, what
do you want? I was always a sucker for the
softness of the warm dough and the BBQ
pork that was waiting inside.
Today, oceans away from China, I sit
inside Jade Garden Restaurant and these
memories flood my mind. Here in Jamaica,
I get those cravings, maybe more than
in the days of living in Shanghai. I get
them more because my steamed baozi
are not available as a quick grab at every
street corner, while I’m walking to work
or hailing a cab. No, not quite. But here,
there’s something quite special about
heading for DimSum, something more
meaningful.
DimSum here is something to look
forward to. It brings families and friends
together. It is a bonding; a happening
where you’re guaranteed to see familiar
faces and receive heartfelt smiles from
across the room. It’s an expectedunexpected social gathering that never
fails to please regardless of how many times
you’ve tried the same dish. Grandparents
journey out their homes for this gathering
and children frolic while waiting to be
whisked to their table.
What’s truly beautiful about DimSum
is that it transcends culture and ethnicity;
it breaks down boundaries as we as one
people, are able to appreciate and enjoy
.

.
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culinary traditions from all corners of the
world. As old as the hills, DimSum seems
almost a novelty in Jamaica, as a colleague
mentions that this is her first time giving
it a go.
Much of the Chinese population in
Jamaica has roots deep in Guangdong,
south of China. There, yum cha, the art of
drinking tea, is so prevalent that teahouse
owners began offering bite-sized snacks
as an accompaniment. So, DimSum,
meaning, ‘touch the heart’, was created
to simply ‘touch the appetite’. By 1930,
there were 4,000 Chinese who emigrated
to Jamaica and along with other traditions,
brought with them their gastronomic
specialties.
This year, Jade Garden celebrates its
30th anniversary and is one of the longest-

standing restaurants serving DimSum to generations of families in Jamaica. When
a friend of Edmond Lam influenced him to visit the island, Mr Lam saw potential.
After bringing his family here, he started the business in 1986 at The Village Plaza.
Since 1993, Jade has taken residence on the top floor in Sovereign Centre. Cynthia,
Mr Lam’s daughter, shares “a lot of mistakes were made along the way, but he had a
vision, he’s very brave”. Six years ago, Cynthia moved back to Jamaica from the States
and joined her father’s side. “I don’t have a life”, she titters, stating that the restaurant
business is extremely tough and time-consuming.
Despite the challenges, Cynthia gets pleasure from creating new foods. With 400
items that Jade serves up, it’s impossible to fit everything on the physical menu. The
Turnip Puff pastry that dedicated DimSum Chef Zhiqi Liang created for us is a
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perfect example. Another is the Bird’s customers like, and once you understand
Nest Shrimp Ball- shredded potato on the their eating patterns you can recommend
outside, deep fried with fresh shrimp on different things”. Did I mention that
the inside… need we say more? DimSum DimSum is available at Jade everyday? Yes,
is truly an art form, with Jade Garden’s everyday. Their DimSum Daily consists of
Guagdong-selected chefs having years of a popular 9 out of over 40 DimSum items.
gourmet experience. No fast food chefs Best sellers - shrimp dumplings, sui mai,
here!
sticky rice and spare ribs - sounds like a
Jade prides itself on serving food of lunch date tomorrow!
Irrespective of its evolution over
the highest quality while providing a
wonderful dining experience. Oh, at the years and across cultures, its spirit
Jade, there’s absolutely no MSG. “It’s a remains that DimSum is a food that
real thing… what we’re not putting in our crosses boundaries and brings loved ones
bodies, we won’t serve to our customers” together.
Cynthia affirms. She continues, “Food Jade Garden: Shop #54, Sovereign Centre, Liguanea,
Kingston 6. 876-978-3479
is objective, some things will be a hit or
miss… but you get to know what your
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ONE STOP DRIVA

.

.

Kingston
Food Crawl
BY: DIANA O’GILVIE • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

As an international food and travel writer, I eat, often. I’ve been privileged to dine at Michelin
award restaurants with world class chefs literally, spoon feeding me their latest gastronomic
creations. I’ve had the pleasure of diving into degustation menus from Finland to Bali. Kingston
is now my home and it is indeed a city of inspiration for chefs. It definitely inspires me as a
writer. There are many cooking styles from small family run restaurants, focusing on a few
amazing dishes handed down for generations; to casual bistros and high end dining with
gourmet offerings.
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Jerk Butter
Roasted Snapper
.

www.walkerswood.com

.
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Quick Contacts
Big Bredda
4 Weymouth Drive,
Kingston 20, (876) 406-0947
or (876) 385-0803

Moby Dick

Big Bredda

I lived in Southeast Asia for four years, yet
the best curry I’ve ever had was downtown
at Moby Dick’s (3 Orange Street). The
restaurant first opened in the 1980’s and
matriarch, Marly Mangaroo-McBean has
been cooking there ever since. I like getting
the combination platter of curried goat and
Dahl with roti. Lunch time means high
level traffic at the restaurant. You can walk
off your lunch and go a few blocks towards
the harbour to see the latest exhibition from
the National Gallery.

Big Bredda (54 Weymouth Drive) serves
up great fried snapper this side of Hellshire
Beach. They made me a believer that fried
fish and festival isn’t only good at the beach.
Located in a residential area, in what used to
be a garage, this family run eatery prepares
fresh fish, conch and shrimp to your liking.
I prefer my fish fried with a scotch bonnet
in the oil, minimal seasoning so the taste
of the ocean shines through.
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Moby Dick’s
3 Orange Street, (876) 922-4468

Pirate’s Seafood
7 Grosvenor Terrace, (876) 485-8881

Pizza Please
Shop #3, Village Plaza
(876) 403-8776

Pushpa’s
Shop #1 Northside Plaza
(876) 977-5454
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Street Food
I’m a big fan of street food. Throughout my
travels, I’ve found that eating like a local
is a great way to take the cultural pulse of
a country. While the idea of eating from
a stranger’s food cart is daunting to many,
there are a few signs to look for to make the
food vendor is hygienic. Handling money
and food is a dead giveaway of unhygienic
practice. Look for long lines; this means
there is a high food turnover rate. The
intersection of Red Hills Road and
Eastwood Park Road is lined with succulent
pan chicken and jerk pork. The food here is
simple, your choice of meat served with a
couple pieces of hard dough bread. Hero’s
Circle for boiled crab and corn is a favorite.
Drive up here, pick your crab, which is
triple bagged. You’ll be remiss if you don’t
order a boiled corn with chunks of coconut.
The flavour pairing is spectacular.
.

.

Pizza Please
As a New Yorker, sometimes I get a craving
for a really, good slice of pizza. For years,
after leaving Brooklyn, I was disappointed
by pizza that wasn’t made in Brooklyn. So
I stopped eating pizza. The horror! Newly
opened, Pizza Please has ended my pizza
drought. Italian chefs are in the kitchen and
the pizza sauce is authentic. The Romano
is bellisimo!

Pushpa's

Pirate’s Seafood

When my Indian food craving hits,
Pushpa’s (Shop #1 Northside Plaza) has
an affordable lunch special. You can’t go
wrong ordering, because everything on the
menu is good. I’m particular to fish hara
masala in cilantro and mint gravy. For a
filling vegetarian option, the dum mirchi
malai- fresh cottage cheese with Awadhi
spices in delectably creamy tomato gravy
is a great choice.

Pirate’s Seafood (7 Grosvenor Terrace; 876
485-8881) on Grosvenor Terrace serves a
swoon-worthy garlic butter king crab. The
octopus pasta in a creamy Alfredo sauce
dances on the palate. Be sure to call ahead
and make sure you choice is seafood is
available.
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rainforestseafoods.com

.

We are the Caribbean’s largest processor
and supplier of premium quality seafood.
Headquartered in Jamaica with operations
in St Lucia, Barbados, and Belize, Rainforest
is equipped to efficiently and consistently
supply Caribbean and international markets
with all of their seafood needs. We carry over
500 references sourced from recognized
suppliers worldwide who are committed
to acquiring quality products through
sustainable and traceable methods.

25 Coconut Way, Montego Bay, Jamaica
JAMAICA

ST. LUCIA

(876) 953-6688

BARBADOS

BELIZE

.

Butterfly Chicken
In 5 Easy Steps
With Chantay Campbell
.

PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

.

Step 1 - Prep it

Step 2 - Line it

Wash and clean the chicken and pat dry
using paper towels.

Turn the chicken breast side down and cut
along each side of the backbone removing
a one-inch wide section from the tail bone
to the neck. Stay close to the backbone to
limit the amount of meat that you cut off.

The process of butterflying a chicken is both simple to do and it allows
for a time-efficient way of preparing this tasty dish. The removal of the
backbone allows the chicken to be flattened while retaining moisture and
cooking faster.
You will need:
»» One pair of kitchen scissors
»» One small sharp knife
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Step 3 - Slice, don’t saw

Step 4 - Go all the way!

Open the chicken, breast side down to remove the breastbone and cartilage by slicing a
white membrane at the top to reveal the bone.
(Tip: You can freeze the backbone for use in stock or soup later on.)

Hold the chicken firmly and pop out
the breastbone to remove the bone and
cartilage.

Step 5 - Fillet finale
Turn the chicken breast side up and tuck
the wing tips under the breast.

ISSUE 5• 2016

Email Chantay at greedygirlcook@gmail.com
and follow her in Instagram @greedygirlcooks
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RAISE THE BAR

.

.

Tryall’s Great House Bar
W
PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

hen you think of world-class
destinations, Jamaica’s Tryall
Club may well be atop that
list. Formerly a 19th century
plantation, the vast estate is nestled in the Hanover
countryside. The Tryall Club is known for its exquisite
service, superior villa accommodation, seemingly
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unending lush landscapes and its world-renowned
golf course. It has been recognized as the tropical
playground of the distinguished traveler and today,
Tryall Club maintains its position as a preferred choice
for golf enthusiasts and celebrities the world over.
At the center of the Club is the old Great House,
a feature of the plantation that uniquely balances a
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meeting of two worlds - past and present. Strewn
with modern artwork from both well-known and
upcoming Jamaican artists, the Club is home to the
eminent Great House Bar – an elegant yet antiquated
lounge, stocked with the finest wines, liqueurs and
spirits. It is steeped in a rich historical background
and entrenched in the hallmark of impeccable service.
The Great House Bar evokes the feeling of a time
gone by when aperitifs and digestifs were the order
of the day.
Indulge if you will; gentlemen dressed in smoking
jackets while ladies channel their inner ‘Marilyn
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Munroe’. Think Breakfast at Tiffany’s style complete
with gloved-hands holding slim cigarettes. The
martinis are perfect; shaken of course, never stirred
and the brandy snifters are warm to the touch. It’s
old world elegance and rustic charm amid a stunning
vantage point of the Caribbean Sea. Laughter and
chatter fill the air, while the pianist tickles the ivories
of the Steinway Grand.
Sit for a drink at The Great House Bar and you’ll
have little choice but to unwind and relax. Numerous
technologies have been invented in an effort to recreate
the calming effects of Mother Nature’s conversations.
But the Tryall property has been doing it effortlessly
for centuries. Elegantly caressed by the Caribbean
Sea, this ‘chill spot’ for many a discerning vacationer
is complimented by soothing live acoustics of the
ocean below. Whether you’re absorbing the daytime
warmth or swaying with the evening breeze, Tryall’s
Great House Bar offers a timely reminder that when
ambiance wins, little else matters.
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Milk-ology
There’s a sweet satisfaction that comes with
each sip of these creamy cocktails. Start with
basic ingredients listed below, fill your glass
with ice and then add the ingredients of your
desired cocktail.
.

.

INGREDIENTS
»» Stoli vodka
»» Espresso Liqueur
»» Whole Milk
One quick substitution transforms your cocktail from
a White to a Black Russian to a Brown Cow. Try the
variations below!

White Russian
»» 2 oz Stoli vodka
»» 1 oz Tia Maria Liqueur
»» 1 oz whole milk

Brown Cow (no vodka)
»» 1 oz Tia Maria Liqueur
»» 1 oz whole milk
»» Top of Form
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Tia Espresso Ice
»» 4.5 Cl Tia Maria
»» 4.5 Cl Espresso
»» 4.5 Cl Milk
Combine all the parts in a 'Frappuccino
type' cup full of ice.
Stir it & enjoy.

Blushin' Russian
(A Twist On The
White Russian)
»» 1 Part Absolut Vodka
»» 1 Part Cream
»» 1 Part Kahlúa
»» 1 Part Milk
»» 1 Part Gozio Amaretto
Fill a shaker with ice cubes. Add all
ingredients. Shake and strain into a
chilled martini glass.
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DECANTED

SPRING
W FLING
WITH WINE
.

.

e spring clean our
homes, so why not
spring clean your
liquor cabinet…put
the big, bold reds and full-bodied oaky
whites to the rear and bring forward our
light-bodied crisp whites, roses and any
light-bodied reds you find.
Spring is in the air and as it approaches
we anticipate a beautiful array of spring
blossoms and flowers. So too will our
palate look forward to something light,
something fresh, something new…
It is quite ok to change your wine with
the seasons as some of us do with the way
we eat and dress! And yes, it is ok to drink
what you like when you like, but there is
so much wine and so little time, that you
should experiment with different types
and styles.
Lighter wines tend to have more
noticeable acidity and the weight on your
palate may be too light for your personal
taste, but when paired with the right foods,
they can play the ideal spring tune…
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BY DEBRA TAYLOR

Cortese
Experiment with this varietal, as it is ideal for our
climate and perfect with most of our salads and fish
dishes. Its delicate fruit notes, crispness, coupled
with elegant minerality, make it ideal for a spring
fling!
Ideal Food Matches: antipasti, fish, smoked marlin
or salmon salads, light seafood pastas and risottos,
fresh tomato-based pasta sauces
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AUTHENTIC.
EXCLUSI VE.
UNIQUE.
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AND F UN!

150 wines & spirits • 60 delicious cheeses & gourmet foods • scrumptious menu • ideal gifts

CHEESE • WINE • BISTRO • SPECIALTY FOODS

Shop 2, Sovereign North

. 29 Barbican Road, Kingston 6, Jamaica . 876.632.5500 . delicious@uncorkedjamaica.com

Chardonnay
– unoaked or lightly oaked
This varietal tends to be full-bodied with rich buttery notes.
However, there are other delightful styles particularly unoaked
styles that can be a real treat! Chablis is enjoying a resurgence as
its crisp light green apple delicacy and minerality suits our tropical
climes and our seafood and poultry dishes.
Ideal Food Matches: seafood, grilled chicken, creamy sauces, fish
and vegetable dishes as well as the ever-popular sushi

.

.

Chenin Blanc
A delightful light-bodied white wine similar to both Pinot Gris
or Sauvignon Blanc. What makes it unique is its ability to taste
amazing either as a sweet or dry wine. Orange blossoms and sweet
honeysuckle tantalize the nose of this crisp, refreshing wine with
brilliant flavors of green apple, tropical touches of pineapple and
candied lime.
Ideal Food Matches: cheeses, spicy Asian foods, sushi or other
light fare.

‘Light’ Reds
Ever tried a Chianti? This Sangiovese-based wine is growing in popularity as consumers
explore other varietals. Its medium-body, balance and classic Chianti aromas of violet
and cherry make it approachable and enjoyable. It finishes with spicy hints of wild cherry
and hazelnut, and retains these fresh and fruity flavors since it receives no wood aging.
A lover of Pinot Noir? Most of us love the bright, intense, pure raspberry fruit
of young pinot noir from warm climates, but have you ever tried one from France
where the climatic conditions give a different style? They tend to have a bouquet of
ripe red fruits like cherry, raspberry, and currant, round mouthfeel and the tannins
and fruit are seamlessly intertwined.
Ideal Food Matches: Seared duck breasts, salads that include fresh or dried red berries
or pomegranate seeds, seared salmon or tuna.
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Bar Basics

With Tom Masterson
PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

.

Tom Masterson is a master bartender who has
made Jamaica his home for almost 2 years
now. Bartending is his life, and with this tiny
island having such a vibrant bar culture, he is
excited to be a part of the movement that will
see the face of bartending in Jamaica progress
towards being more creative and inventive
with recipes. He’s passionate about finding
and creating new cocktail innovations using
fresh vegetables and fruits. “You can’t imagine just how refreshing it is to be able to step
out of my house into my garden to pick a fruit
or two, and make a great drink from it!”

.

F

or this Dublin native, who has been
bartending for almost half his life, he
insists that we can easily take for granted,
the remarkable convenience that is all
around us here in Jamaica. Using fresh ingredients
instead of syrups to create cocktails is one of his
trademarks. It’s one of the simple pleasures of island
life that Jamaica is home to a plethora of fruit and their
natural flavours come to life here as Tom marinates,
muddles and mixes 4 refreshing cocktails.
(Fruits can easily be substituted)
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Prepare Ingredients
»» 2 oz Absolut 100 vodka
»» 2 fresh strawberries
»» Pineapple juice

Strawberry-Infused Absolut 100

.

01

Prep strawberries and cucumbers by
cutting in halves and soak in 1 oz of vodka

Add other
03
half of the vodka

.

02

Muddle strawberries to a thick consistency
till strawberry consumes the essence of the vodka

04

Strain over
ice into fresh glass

06

05 Add strawberry slice as garnish
ISSUE 5• 2016

Top with
either pineapple
or orange juice
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Cucumber-Infused Gin
Prepare Ingredients

.

»» 2 oz Hendricks Gin
»» 1 fresh cucumber
»» Tonic Water
Prep cucumbers by cutting in half and soaking in half of gin (1
oz). Muddle cucumbers to a thick consistency. Add other half
of the gin. Add ice to gin-infused cucumber. Garnish glass with
a slice of cucumber. Top with tonic water.
.

Manhattan
Prepare Ingredients
»» 4 maraschino cherries
»» 2 oz Maker's Mark Bourbon
»» ¼ oz Dry Vermouth
»» ¼ oz Sweet vermouth
Muddle cherries with bourbon. Add dry and sweet vermouth.
Add ice to shaker. Shake vigourously to release the pulp from the
cherries. Strain into a pre-chilled martini glass.

Sauza Tequila Sunrise
Prepare Ingredients
»» ½ oz Cherry Brandy
»» 1 ½ oz tequila
»» 4 oz orange juice
»» 1 oz strawberry sauce
Fill glass with ice. Add 1 oz of cherry brandy. Add orange juice
slowly to create a layer. Add 2 ½ oz of tequila. Top off with
strawberry sauce. Stir as desired
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In Transit
Indulgence
BY MARTIN COPLEY • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

It was Lao Tzu who once said that the journey of a thousand miles begins with the first step.
He was a wise man and all and I get what he was saying, but today I beg to differ. I posit that a journey
of a thousand miles begins with enjoying a cup of coffee or a glass of merlot, while awaiting my flight in
the VIP Lounge at Club Kingston in Jamaica. Well, at least that’s how it should be.
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one are the days
of harried scenes
of me running
through the airport
like a headless
chicken
and
scampering on board - breathless. That is
the before. Now the after picture is a perfect
one that sees me sauntering through the
main terminal with an occasional stop to
window (or actually) shop. I say hello to
an acquaintance or two and smile casually
with strangers. Clearly, I have time on my
hands. I bypass the long lines of travelers
who wait anxiously to board their flights
before I meander to travelers’ paradise.
Premium lounges are a staple at
leading airports around the world and
Club Kingston at the Norman Manley
International Airport, is no different.

Taste Is Everything

I am welcomed through the large
wooden double doors by a concierge team
so warm and friendly that I immediately
feel at home. I know it sounds cliché, but
it’s true. Overseeing the operations of Club
Kingston is a team that is steeped in the
genre of customer service indigenous to
the traveling customer. This type of service
requires attending to the passenger whose
needs and demands are both time-sensitive
and also very individual. Recognizing
and tending to the nervous traveler or
satisfying the whims of the frequent flyer,
and everyone else in between are all part
and parcel of ensuring a relaxing and
successful pre-flight experience.
With a variety of services and amenities
to occupy and entertain just about all
passengers, Club Kingston makes the wait
not just bearable, but enjoyable. There’s
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always something to nibble on: from
coffee and pastries in the mornings, to
tapas, sushi and our ever-loved Jamaican
patties later on in the day. A full-service
premium bar remains well stocked. There
are multiple television screens throughout
the lounge, and for those who still enjoy
flipping pages, scores of fine magazines
and other reading material are always an
arms length away.
Throw a delay in the mix and you’ll be
even happier you made the choice. The
Business Centre offers all you need to avail
yourself of an office a la mode where you
can send and respond to emails, join that
meeting via Skype or simply browse the
Internet as you wish.
With time on your side, why not take
the opportunity to enjoy some Jamaican
art? The lounge is tastefully adorned
with prints, photographs and paintings
by upcoming Jamaican artists. Included
in the revolving exhibition you will see
works by Laura Facey, Oliver Myrie and
Robert ‘Krusha’ Taylor, all showcasing an
eclectic representation of Jamaica’s rich
artistic culture and a creative display of
authentic Jamaican artwork.
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Your timely reminder from concierge
comes right on schedule for you to board
your flight. No rush, no scramble; just a
leisurely stroll past the standard boarding
queue, and onto the next phase of your
journey.
And it gets even better. On your return
(or for inbound passengers), I have three
words for you: Fast. Track. Access. Dreams
of avoiding lines in both immigration and
customs are now a reality thanks to this
convenient service. Your concierge meets
you on arrival and whisks you through the
mandatory channels to get you quickly
to where you need to be – on the outside.
Every traveller’s wish!
They say that indulgence tickles the
palate, and while this is true, it’s also the
simple things that make life better; simple
and convenient. If your next trip takes you
through one of the international airports
in Jamaica, consider a bit of pre-flight
indulgence and a taste of VIP treatment.
It really is worth it! Happy lounging and
safe travels!
For rates and additional information on VIP
Attractions services in both Kingston and Montego
Bay, visit their website at www.vipattractions.com
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It’s not just about our

‘spicy’ new look.
It’s about our IMPROVED FLAVOUR as well!
Make the right choice this Easter with
HTB...guaranteed to please!
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ON THE FARM

.
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.

Papaya At It’s Best

BY: KRISTINA KERR • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

When 300 of your 3,500 acres of farmland yield more than 70% of your revenue, you may
have to acknowledge that you have an extremely valuable line of produce on your hands.
When the crop in question is papaya, it would suit you well to sit at the feet of the folks who
have the art of farming fruit down to a science. Literally.

Standing in the middle of the farm, as far as the eye
can see are shades of green, coiffed into thousands of
rows of neatly arranged trees that offer a spectacular
view of Jamaica’s Cockpit Country. But the beauty of
manicured trees and the splendor of seeing containers
packed for export and local delivery is not without
it’s unique set of trials.

.

.

V

alley Fruit Company is one of the oldest
papaya farms in Jamaica. Although it’s
just 12 miles south of coastal Falmouth,
this expansive farm is nestled deep in
the rolling hills of Trelawny. Ricky and Sam Wates
are the father-son team operating the farm and the
state-of-the-art packing house that supplies the export
and local markets with an approximate 80/20 split of
their produce.
Supermarket shelves across Jamaica display the
brightly-coloured packaging identifying ‘papaya at
it’s best’, and less than 3 days after departing for
cooler climes, fresh papaya arriving from Jamaica
finds itself on the shelves in grocery stores around
the UK and across the United States. The global
community, especially countries within the European
Union, fuels the demand for the ‘Solo Sunrise’ variety
of the papaya. It’s the main variety grown in Jamaica
and the popular variety that satisfies the niche market
for this sweet and buttery fruit. Its bright orangeyellow hue is only achievable in warm climates making
Jamaica among the top producers and exporters of
the fruit.
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“Everybody and everything want to eat papaya!” Sam
speaks frankly on inevitable challenges associated
with papaya farming. Goats and other pesky visitors to
his farm present some of the hurdles that ‘come with
the territory’. Add to that, papaya is highly susceptible
to irritants, disease and extreme elements. “It’s always
a concern, but we are vigilant in warding off pests and
mitigating preventable disasters.” Sam explains that
the fruit is extremely selective and requires a ‘stress
free’ environment to facilitate a healthy crop yield.
The tree is grown from seeds, and with the
meticulous care that the plants receive, they grow
to maturity within a relatively short period, making
the papaya ready for the waiting markets. At one-foot
growth per month, fruits are ready for picking some
fifteen months from planting. “The solo sunrise variety
may not be the prettiest papaya on the market, but
it tastes twenty times better than any other around!”
says a very proud and confident Sam Wates.
While exporting papaya to the U.S. and U.K.
are the main revenue earners for the Valley Fruit
Company, they are also involved in the production of
sugar cane, pineapples, peppers, cattle, pasturelands
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PAPAYA Recipes
Want to include papaya in some of your favourite dishes? Here
are some tasty suggestions to add a little ‘sunrise’ to your plate at
any time of the day.

PAPAYA SALSA
If you enjoy eating spicy dishes, the best way to eat a papaya is to
make a papaya salsa! Super simple…

Ingredients

.

»» 1/4 cup finely chopped red onions
»» 3 tablespoons lime juice
»» 2 tablespoons chopped fresh cilantro
»» 2 teaspoons honey
»» 1 medium papaya, peeled, seeded, and cut into small dice
»» Salt and freshly ground black pepper

.

and tropical flowers. Just because. “It’s called
diversification and creating contingency measures
which make practical business sense. Hurricanes
are our reality here in Jamaica, so we’d be silly not
to consider that possibility.”
Whether you call it “Papaya” or “Paw Paw”, this
fruit has proven worthy the title “Fruit of the Angels”
– as given by Christopher Columbus. Its versatility
takes you from farm to table with a few stops on
the way.
Papaya provides a plethora of health and beauty
benefits for your body. The fruit is rich in antioxidants
and is reported to help prevent cholesterol build up
in the arteries. Experts agree that because of its
high level of vitamin A, consumption and topical
application of the fruit and peel do wonders for hair
and skin. Eating the fruit or drinking the juice aids
in the body’s production of sebum- that ‘good stuff ’
that keeps hair shiny and makes skin glow. While
application of the papaya peel on the skin engages
enzymes contained in the peel to remove the dead
cells from skin’s surface.
This may not be the proverbial fountain-of-youth,
but it may well be an option worth considering.
Growing, eating, drinking and applying it all work
in our favour… no wonder Christopher Columbus
called it the ‘fruit of the angels’.
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Method
Gently mix together the onions, lime juice, cilantro, honey and
papaya in a bowl. Season with salt and pepper.
Serve with chicken and fish.

PAPAYA GREEK YOGURT PARFAIT
Ingredients
»» 4-5 tablespoons honey
»» 1 cup papaya, cut into cubes
»» 2 cups vanilla greek yogurt
»» ½ cup granola
»» ¼ cup toasted coconut flakes

Method
In 2 small or medium glasses, layer ingredients as follows: honey,
yogurt, papaya, granola and coconut flakes. Repeat as needed to
fill the glasses.
Serve immediately.
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MY KITCHEN

My Kitchen
PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

.

.
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You know you’re a serious foodie family when you have your
own commercial meat slicer tucked neatly beneath your
warming drawer, that’s immediately below your microwave.
Though it may be just as homely and inviting, this is not your
grandma’s kitchen. Indulge with us as we take a peek inside
this white-on-white, New England-inspired, crisp, clean and
pristine family kitchen.

Taste Is Everything
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Wine & Dine
When you entertain friends and family useful they would have been in Grandma’s
frequently, you tend to include conveniences kitchen when preparing food for your large
that make your house a home for everyone family dinners or gatherings. Quite a useful
who enters the doors. It’s always the little tool for slicing more than just meats, its
things that make the difference to ensure adjustable blades and thickness options,
that your guests will appreciate your give you the power and time in your hands
attention to detail. You may not have – literally.
thought about it before, but when you
have 20 guests over for dinner, you tend Styled by Culture
to recognize the value of your warming The influence of culture in design continues
drawer for a 6-course meal that is served to permeate creative spaces in beautiful
at the perfect temperature, 30 minutes into kitchens across Jamaica. The simple lines
dinnertime. It’s your appropriately sized and soft elegance of this predominantly
32-bottle wine cooler, which holds just white space features pops of red, which
the right amount for an evening of wine add character to the room. An obvious
and laughter. And the perfectly appointed infusion of the family’s Chinese heritage,
island that serves as a center for a buffet as red symbolizes good fortune, happiness
and your personal, at-home meat slicer. and joy, while maintaining a traditional
Though this is not traditionally found in New England inspiration.
someone’s private home, imagine how
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Let There Be Light

Peninsula Perfect

Proving that your kitchen doesn’t have
to be huge to feel that way, this kitchen
capitalizes on the ingenious use of light
in order to create a spacious feeling. With
glass cupboard panels and stainless steel
appliances and accessories, the kitchen’s
numerous ref lective surfaces help to
maximize the ‘light and bright’ atmosphere
of the space while maintaining a very
modern look.

Man-made composite countertops used
throughout the kitchen are low maintenance
and offer a continuous flow against the allwhite backsplashes. The composite slabs are
a unique blend of stone particles of cultured
marble and granite, best for highly utilized
spaces. From planning and preparation
to plating and presentation, to of course,
tasting - this is the heart of the kitchen, and
ultimately the home. The 5ft x 7ft, centre

.

island brings balance to the space and
encourages the flow between the kitchen
and the nearby living area, allowing for
the ease of a casual in-kitchen dining.
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CHECK INN

MAJESTIC
Moon Palace

PHOTOS COURTESY OF MOON PALACE

.

.

Jamaica is unquestionably home to some of the most beautiful
resort properties in the Caribbean. With our total room capacity
for 2016 nearing 40,000, it is always exciting when a new player
enters the game. Welcome to The Moon Palace Jamaica Grande
Hotel in Ocho Rios. ‘Check Inn’ with us for complete acquiescence
and gratification of your innermost desires.
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he Moon Palace Jamaica Grande Hotel in
Ocho Rios can aptly be classified as an
indulgence of unmatched proportions.
The former Sunset Beach Jamaica
Grande Hotel, recently remodeled and
renamed, has been reimagined into a
luxurious, modern escape.
The majesty of this 700-room luxury suite property, located
in the heart of one of Jamaica’s most prominent tourist locations,
begins once you enter the gates and ascend the driveway to the
porte-cochère. An overwhelming feeling of expectancy and
anticipation greets you as you enter the grand work of art, also
known as the foyer. Branded as an “awe-inclusive” hotel resort,
the Moon Palace Jamaica Grande promises the most luxurious
rooms and breathtaking views Ocho Rios has to offer. The Moon
Palace Jamaica Grande does not disappoint.
Far beyond the palatial design and ambiance of the hotel
are the exquisite amenities, leaving absolutely nothing to be
desired from a perfect get away. With options that guarantee to
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leave every guest with memories of maintaining f ive-star dining
fun, romance and relaxation, Moon standards at their restaurants. The
Palace has designed entertainment Moon Palace Jamaica Grande has
for every member of the family. Of taken this challenge and managed
note is Moon Palace’s spa with its to execute flawlessly. Much of the
elegant, art deco design eliciting “awe” lies in their execution of some
instant relaxation from just the sight of the most ambrosial and titillating
of it. A seamless transition between dishes. Termed as a culinary nirvana,
worlds; taking any guest beyond the Executive Chef Dennis McIntosh
realms of the here and now, to what has mastered the art of food and
can only be classified as, a taste of taken his craft beyond just the palate,
having found the intricate balance
heaven.
There are few hotels that can of eating with all your senses. From
boast being all inclusive, while the sizzling of the grill to the aromas
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of the most succulent fall-off-the-bone pork tenderloin, dining
at any of the Moon Palace’s Specialty restaurants promises to
be an experience that you will never forget. From Oriental to
seafood, a la carte service to buffet, the options are endless and
all equally satisfying. With a choice of five different restaurants
and six bars the options to delight your palate with the best that
Moon Palace has to offer is breathtaking.
Moon Palace Jamaica Grande offers world class dining options,
state of the art amenities and service that leaves you wanting for
nothing. Isn’t that the point of a vacation?
Visit the website http://www.palaceresorts.com/moonpalacejamaicagrande/en
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MY JAMAICAN
INDULGENCE
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I’M A DIE-HARD MEAT
“
LOVER, BUT THEN I CAME
TO JAMAICA AND FELL IN
LOVE WITH FISH.
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I want her to
adopt me!”
Taste Is Everything
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My Jamaican
Indulgence
.

.

With Angie Mar

BY MICHELLE GORDON • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

Angie Mar is clearly very comfortable in the kitchen. Any
kitchen. Our attempt to place a simple order of fried
fish and festival morphed into an impromptu joint chef
affair with Angie and Hellshire’s Aunt May bonding over
a blazing dutchie atop the wood stove. Wasting no time
in getting involved, Angie shared with Aunt May that
with only one fish dish on the menu at her restaurant
in New York, she was beyond excited at the opportunity
to share such a great moment with the doyenne of
Kingston’s beloved Hellshire Beach. “I’ve been cooking
professionally for almost 7 years,” Angie stated, “ and
Aunt May has been serving up deliciousness for more
than 40 years. Give credit where its due - Aunt May rocks!”
“I’m a die-hard meat lover, but then I came to Jamaica and
fell in love with fish. I want her to adopt me!”
ISSUE 5 • 2016
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“ANYONE TO

I CAN TEACH

COOK, BUT

WHAT I CAN’T
TEACH IS

integrity &
authenticity”
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f you’re following Angie Mar on
Instagram, you probably already
know that food is her life. But
not just any food. Angie is a true
carnivore and to say that she’s passionate
about meat is such an understatement, it
doesn’t begin to describe the relationship
that this lady has with food. Not even
remotely.
Angie Mar is the executive chef at New
York City’s chic West Village eatery, The
Beatrice Inn. Having already developed its
reputation as the go-to dining destination
for glitz, glam and authentic meats, Angie
took the helm some 3 years ago and has
propelled the restaurant’s status among
NYC’s best. The wait list for dining is
often as exclusive as some of the items on
her menu. It’s not everyday you’ll indulge
in a 45 Day Aged Burger with red wine

caramelized onions and d’affinois cheese…
or be seated next to Uma Thurman.
Long before she turned 10 years old,
Angie already knew in her heart that she
would work in food - pretty impressive
for an age when most children have a
minimum of ten careers in mind. And
though life’s journeys took her into the
corporate world, she soon found her way
out of the boardroom and into the kitchen,
just in time to wow a nation and then some.
Her accolades and trophies keep piling up
and she was recently named the Grand
Champion of Food Network’s Chopped
Grill Masters after besting fifteen other
chefs to win the coveted title.
She’s originally from Seattle but deep
down, Angie is as authentic a New Yorker
as you’ll ever find. That means she can go
from zero to sixty in less than ten seconds.
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If she thinks it, she’s going to say it and she memories and transform lives. That’s the
uses her filter only if and when she feels power of food!”
like it. And I don’t mean when she’s having
Angie is known for excellence and
coffee! She’s unapologetic about what she more specifically, mastery in meat. Her
does, how she does it and why she does participation in the recently held butchery
what she does! Angie cooks for Angie and demonstration Making The Cut held in
if you happen to like what Angie cooks, Kingston, brought her to the place where,
then your world will be a better place. “I by her own admission is ‘heaven on earth’.
cook for me, it’s as simple as that,” Angie “I’ve always heard about Jamaica and just
states emphatically. Learning this lesson assumed that it was all about Bob Marley
early on in her life set the stage for a life and jerk chicken, but I got schooled! I don’t
lesson that would ultimately form her think there’s anything that I ate in Jamaica
mission statement.
that I didn’t absolutely love.”
Angie is the eldest of three children
Sit with her for anything more than 5
and being from a close-knit family, she minutes, and you’re quickly drawn into her
subscribes to the notion shared by cultures magnetic personality. Think effervescent
and traditions around the world that the and warm, with a big heart to boot. That’s
heart of a healthy home begins around the Angie. I remember hearing that people
dinner table. “A good meal has the ability who genuinely love food are the nicest
to cement relationships, birth ideas, create people with the biggest hearts. If anyone
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were to make me believe that, it would
be Angie.
As the guest presenter at Kingston’s
first-ever butchery demo hosted by CB
Foods, Angie had the opportunity to share
her passion with her colleagues and likeminded foodies. It was a trade-focused,
two-day event that aimed and succeeded
at informing chefs, culinary students
and other meat industry players of the
methods and trends in today’s global meat
markets with a singular focus on pork.
According to Angie, liking what you do
and what you’re cooking just isn’t enough.
There is much to be said of someone who
is passionate about the process from
beginning to end. That’s where the flavour
comes from. “I can teach anyone to cook,
but what I can’t teach is integrity and
authenticity,” says Angie. She continued
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to express that as chefs, they all have a responsibility to
create trends and encouraged everyone to experiment
with new cuts, methods and ingredients. Needless to
say, everyone left feeling inspired.
Six days in Jamaica is just what this busy lady
needed. Though it wasn’t a vacation, Angie enjoyed
every moment of her first visit. From the belly of
the streets of downtown Kingston to the inviting
waters of Kingston’s coast, Angie fit it all in and tasted
everything along the way. “Jamaica is so much more
than I expected and I can’t wait to come back later
this year. The best part of what I do is that I’ve never
seen it as work. Cooking makes me incredibly happy
and I’m lucky that it also happens to pay the bills.”
Listening to Angie speak almost belies her years.
She’s real, with a serving of funny on the side, and
she exudes a passion and understanding that usually
comes from someone decades older. “It’s all because
of food!” she says. A good meal is often at the centre

.

of family gatherings, business meetings and friendly
get-togethers – this is where words of wisdom are born.
“The human brain is a powerful tool, connecting
smells with sights, sounds and emotions. We always
remember how we feel and there’s really nothing
more important. For me and for so many others,
beautiful memories are associated with food. I
distinctly remember how excited I felt while eating
sauteed veal kidneys with cognac and cream on a
visit to Paris when I was 7 years old. That’s how I
feel here in Jamaica eating oxtail and cow foot, and
fried fish….heck everything! It’s unforgettable! I can
taste something in the food that’s more than just the
seasoning. It’s not pretentious or fluffy. Instead it’s
soulful and authentic. Jamaican food is real life!”
Follow Angie on Instagram @angiekmar

Angie’s Top 5 Jamaican Indulgences

01 Gairy Bowes’ Oxtail
Aunt May’s Fried
02
Fish and Festival
ISSUE 5• 2016

03 Cow Foot at Jo Jo’s
Pork Patty – That
04
gave me life!

Devon Stout Ice
05
Cream
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The Runaway,
Jamaica
.

.

BY MICHELLE GORDON • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS

When bed and breakfast accommodations began to
flourish in the early 1970’s, the concept then was to
provide short-term lodging for travelers who were in
search of a homey, convenient and affordable place to
stay. The concept did so well that within the first few
years in the US alone, there were more than 30,000
such registered establishments.
When power couple Jeff Belizaire and Kalisa Martin of
New York City decided to relocate and set up shop all
the way in Jamaica, they had no idea of the impact that
would make on the burgeoning hospitality industry.
Their luxury BLD (Breakfast Lunch Dinner) is the 2.0
version of yesterday’s B&B (Bed and Breakfast).
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J

eff is an IT genius, who
having spearheaded his
own digital media agency,
has all the tools necessary
for the positioning of their
property as a haven for the
adventurous traveler. Kalisa, on the other
hand is a French Culinary Institute-trained
chef whose background in food media
and the culinary arts sees her reveling in
conceptualizing and preparing exciting
and out-of-the-ordinary food pairings for
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her guests. Together, they have introduced
to the global travelers landscape a barraising, trend-setting, modern adaptation
of the bed & breakfast concept. ‘Where
adventurous travelers and digital nomads
come to live as locals.’ That’s their tagline,
and appropriately so.
Welcome to The Runaway, aptly named
as it honours both its location and its
purpose.
Inconspicuously perched on the Cardiff
Hall hillside, The Runaway offers guests a
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Daily trips are made to the local market
since food is a vital part of experiencing
a new location. And we’re not talking
about just any food. We’re referring to a
carefully planned menu with a balance of
breathtaking view of the blue waters of the
healthy, tasty and visually appealing. By
the Caribbean Sea. If you wish to immerse
her own admission, Kalisa is obsessed with
yourself in those waters, Jeff or Kalisa
food. She prides herself on sourcing local
will be happy to take you there. “It takes
ingredients, always seasonal and always
less than 3 minutes to drive to the beach,” fresh and often including produce from
Kalisa shares. Much like a traditional
their own rooftop garden. Kalisa creates
B&B, the owners Jeff and Kalisa are keen
custom menus based on guest preferences
on going above and beyond the accepted - guaranteeing satisfaction. She describes
her goal as “taking guests on a culinary
norm in the industry as they care for and
look after their guests. Wherever you want adventure that is at the same time exciting,
to go or whatever you need to do, Jeff and
unexpected and delicious.” One bite of
Kalisa are there to accommodate the needs
her cooking and you’ll agree - mission
of each guest.
accomplished!
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T

he New York couple has
successfully delivered on
every bit of their promise.
Before breaking ground on
their Kickstarter BnB project, they vowed
to buy Jamaican and build Jamaica, and
they’ve done just that. From the artwork
hanging on the walls, to the wooden floor
and furniture throughout the home (yes,
it feels like a home) to the toiletries in the
bathrooms – everything is Jamaican.
A creative amalgamation of culture,
community and food, The Runaway
offers guests a curated experience
where authentic Jamaican flavours are
reinterpreted, (you MUST try the
plantain pancakes), immersion in the local
culture is encouraged (hit up a dance or
two – Jeff will be your designated driver)
and support of local artisans is rewarded.
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(Do you have any idea of just how valuable
some of these pieces are?)
Jeff and Kalisa ‘get it’. They get that
though today’s vacationer wants to escape
life’s everyday stresses, they may still need
to be connected. They get that their guests
may simply be in need of a short respite
from it all; a home away from home.
They’ve created a haven as it were, where
you set the pace; no cookie cutter mold
here. If you’d like breakfast for dinner, all
you have to do is say so. Here relaxation is
not just a concept, it’s a house rule.
Jeff and Kalisa ‘get’ that when an idea
becomes a dream and that dream is fueled
by personal passion and unwavering
support by well-wishers, beautiful things
can happen. Now that’s something I’d
runaway to find.
The villa home is for adults only and sleeps 8 guests
in 4 bedrooms. Visit www.therunawayjamaica.com
for more information
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Sweet Plantain
Pancakes
with Spiced Maple Caramel Sauce
RECIPE PROVIDED BY THE RUNAWAY JAMAICA. WWW.THERUNAWAYJAMAICA.COM

If you like banana pancakes, you'll love this remix. Chunks of fried plantain--caramelized and
slightly crisp with burnt sugar--are folded into a spiced batter then topped with an indulgent
caramel sauce and crunchy, toasted cashews.
.

.

Makes 5 Pancakes

INGREDIENTS
Dry

»» 1 cup flour
»» 2 tablespoons sugar
»» 1 tablespoon baking powder
»» ½ teaspoon salt
»» 1/4 teaspoon ground nutmeg
»» 1/4 teaspoon ground cinnamon

Wet
»» 1 cup milk
»» 2 tablespoons melted butter
»» 1 large egg
»» 1 teaspoon vanilla extract

*Fried sweet plantain
»» 1 large (or 2 small) ripe plantains

»» ¼ cup vegetable oil

**Caramel Sauce
»» 5 tablespoons butter
»» 1/3 cup maple syrup
»» 1/3 cup heavy cream
»» A pinch each of salt and ground
allspice

DIRECTIONS
Whisk dry ingredients to
01
combine in a medium bowl.

Whisk wet ingredients to
02
combine in a separate, small bowl.
Add the wet ingredients to the
dry ingredients, stirring until just
combined. Fold chopped plantain
into batter.

Heat a nonstick griddle to
03
375 degrees. (If using a non-stick

skillet, heat over medium heat and
carefully rub with an oiled paper
towel.) Pour ½ cup batter for each
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pancake. Cook until golden, about
4 minutes the first side, 3 minutes
the second side. Repeat with the
remaining batter. Serve hot with
caramel sauce and extra fried
plantain slices.

For the fried plantain:

01

Peel and cut in thirds,
crosswise. Cut each third into 3,
lengthwise

golden brown, about 3 minutes per
side. Transfer to a plate lined with
paper towels.

For the caramel sauce:
Melt butter in a small
01
saucepan over medium heat. Add
maple syrup and bring to a boil.

Whisk in cream and simmer
02
until thick, about 15 minutes.

Heat oil in a large skillet over
Whisk in salt and allspice.
02
03
medium heat and fry plantain until
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hef
A nd re
Fowles has a
lot to be happy
about. A nd
happy he is. He
is happy with
the path he took in life and he is especially
happy with his accomplishments over his
10-year career, most recently punctuated
by an impressive win on Food Network’s
hit TV show Chopped.
Having started in the kitchen under
the tutelage of his grandmother in
Jamaica, Andre, like many other Jamaican
children developed a genuine love not just
of eating food, but of cooking it as well.
His bio reads like an exciting journey of
a simple lad from the islands, climbing
the proverbial culinary ladder and now
resting for a moment, on another rung
of success. I use the term ‘resting’ very
loosely, because there’s not much of that
in store for this vibrant young chef.
With his role as sous chef at the chic
Miss Lily’s in Manhattan, to private
affairs and Food Network engagements,
Andre at 27, has many more palates to
please.

.

5 Minutes

with Chef Andre Fowles

You’d think that being able to say that you’ve cooked at some of the
world’s most formidable foodie events, served from the kitchens of worldrenowned restaurants and created meals for the likes of Sir Paul McCartney
and Ralph Lauren, that you’d have more than just a simple pep in your step.
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MG: What does Andre love to cook
for Andre?

AF: I‘m not a big fan of eating my own
food, but when I do cook for myself, I go
hard - hardcore traditional Jamaican food.
Rice & peas, oxtail & beans and fresh
carrot juice. Nothing sweeter in life!

What is especially important for
you when preparing and presenting
your meals?

Every. Single. Thing. We eat with our
senses so first off, food must look amazing.
It must smell delicious and it has to be
appetizing. This is where memories
are made. Strong, bold flavours create
unforgettable experiences.
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How do you keep current with food
trends changing so rapidly?

Everyday someone creates something new
and I keep up to the times by constantly
being on social media, watching other great
chefs and I’m a Food Network loyalist.
There is innovation and inspiration all
around me.

What is your signature dish?

I can’t say that I have a signature dish, but I am most proud of a peppered shrimp, sweet
potato gnocchi, with a callaloo rundown sauce that I once prepared for friends. I enjoyed
everything about creating this dish and it was simply amazing, if I do say so myself!

How much of your cooking is genuinely creative as opposed to ‘going by the
book’?

I learned from the great Chef Kenrick Stewart (of Runaway Bay Heart Academy fame)
that recipes are a guide and not shackles. So though I’d like to say that 100% of my
cooking is creative, I am guided by these wise words.

ISSUE 5• 2016

What’s next for Andre?

There are so many things in the pipeline!
I’m very proud of and excited about what
I’ve accomplished, but I can’t afford to
rest on my laurels, nor will I let it define
me. I will though, always be representing
Jamaica and championing Caribbean
cuisine to be at the forefront of the global
food landscape!
Follow Andre on Instagram @cheffowles
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INDULGING WITH...

What do you get when you have a writer, a wine enthusiast, an
art lover, a foodie, a model, an actress, an entrepreneur and an
interior designer all wrapped up in one person? You get an eclectic
combination of busy paired with bold and beautiful in the person
that is Cecile Levee. She’s a talented and inspired soul who lives
passionately with purpose and intent. She wears her heart on her
sleeve and lives in the moment. Though it may seem improbable
that so many qualities can be ascribed to one person, you meet this
lady and realize that hers is indeed a Designed Life.
.

.

Indulging with
Cecile Levee
BY MICHELLE GORDON • PHOTOGRAPHY: DWAYNE WATKINS
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You are a designer at heart. What
inspires you to create?

I am inspired by beauty found in the
simplest of things: fresh flowers, beautiful
packaging, fabrics, travel, books…I love
books. I need to have them around me.

What are your daily indulgences?

I start my day reading before I get out of
bed to make my husband’s coffee (he insists
it tastes better when I make it, then he
makes mine). A glass or two of wine, dark
chocolate, because milk chocolate is a tad
too sweet for me. Fresh flowers, afternoon
tea and I light candles everyday, all day. Oh,
and baths when I’m not in a hurry.
.

.

Do you have a favourite wine?

This is really like trying to pick a favorite
child, each has such a different personality
and character. you wouldn’t want to live
without any of them! I love Barolos,
Barbaresco, Bordeaux, Burgundies, Super
Tuscans, big Cabs. I love any hardy, meaty,
bold red, but I will say Insignia comes to
mind, it’s like butter in a glass. For whites
Chassagne- Montrachet and D’yquem. I
also love a good port.

As a wine enthusiast and foodie,
what is your favourite pairing?

Wine and food. (laughs) If the nuances
don't work, I will finish eating then have
the wine after. I love both too much to
allow myself any limitations.

What’s your favourite type of
cuisine to enjoy on a special
occasion?

I like simplicity in food - not too many
ingredients in one dish. I love Vietnamese,
Thai, French, Italian, a good Jamaican
curried chicken, an amazing French
baguette with a triple creme brie, a piece
of cambozola black or any stinky cheese.
What ever it is, just present it beautifully.
No tomato rose garnish!
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Cecile is comfortable in her contemporary creation
of the traditional wing chair.
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Cecile outside her artsy trailer-cum-office

"I AM INSPIRED
If someone wanted to make Cecile
happy (with food), what would that
meal be?

It has to have sweet potato in it. I absolutely
love, love sweet potatoes, plantains, grains
and scotch bonnet, but I never limit my self
when it comes to food. I live for trying
new foods and restaurants; that’s a favorite
pastime for my daughters and me. And
when I travel I try to seek out native cuisine.
And wine must be served.

Tell us about Cecile in the kitchen.
Is she cooking or just preparing to
welcome her guests?

Cooking for sure. I love to cook. I can whip
up gourmet in minutes and out of pretty
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much anything. I am big on presentation,
even in our daily lives plates gets garnish,
iced tea gets a sprig of mint and water gets
sliced lime, sprig of basil or mint. Usually
if someone drops in while I am getting
food ready, they will always say “you didn’t
have to go through all that trouble” and my
husband and kids would often say, "that’s
our daily norm".

Is there an ultimate indulgence yet
to be experienced?

For me it’s not about indulgence, because
the little things you do don’t have to be
expensive; you make choices about what’s
important to you and how you want to live
on a daily basis. I only use cloth napkins -

BY BEAUTY
FOUND IN THE

simplest
THINGS."

– Cecile Levee

never plastic or paper anything, even when
I am entertaining outside or entertaining
kids. My children went to kindergarten
with cloth napkins in their lunch kits! But
for an ultimate experience a world-wide
wine tour and yes, a live-in masseuse.
Follow Cecile at www.adesignedlife.com
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Solomon,
the Wise Man
S
olomon Gardner is a staple at the iconic
Sugar Mill Restaurant in Montego Bay,
just like the water wheel that has defined
the historical property for years. After
sitting and chatting with him, it’s easy to see just why
he’s such an integral part of the Half Moon family. “I
joined the staff here as a busboy when I was just 15
years old. I worked hard; because that was the only way
I knew how to work. I was promoted to the position
of bar waiter, maître d'hôtel, then manager and now
brand manager – I have cherished and enjoyed every
single day, even until today.” Solomon is proud of his
achievements. And so he should be.
He has given 52 years of dedicated service to
his beloved Sugar Mill Restaurant, having never
complained of being tired and never taking a day
off. He has built friendships as meaningful as his
tenure. He has traveled the world in pursuit of his
love of learning and he has raised four children who
have successfully taken their places in society. Today,
as he stands at the helm of one of Jamaica’s most
quintessential fine-dining destinations, Solomon now
imparts his vast knowledge to a new generation of
men and women who also choose to offer themselves
in service.
The Oxford dictionary defines service as ‘the action
of helping or doing work for someone’. We all engage
in service in some way, but for Solomon, it has been
his bread and butter, his expression of self and most
importantly, his passion. In a world where so many
put self above all else, how does one do otherwise?
“It’s easy", says Solomon, “I love to see people happy,
so as long as I am in a position to make that happen,
I will always do so. Happily.”
His is a Hebrew-derived name meaning “peace”.
Sit with Solomon for a while and you’ll agree that
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he was aptly named. He is calm, yet assertive with a
gentleness that invites conversation.

Solomon’s most profound lesson
learned in service
Always find alternatives. Never say no. A good
server will help the customer to know what else he
wants when what he wanted is not available.

Advice to the next generation of
service professionals
»» Be dedicated to your craft. Whatever you
choose to do, give it 100%. Be inquisitive, find
out how to become better and get better!
»» Study your guests. Preempt their needs and go
above and beyond. Offer that second glass of
wine before they ask.
»» There is always something to learn from
everyone around you. From the busboy to the
chef, the dishwasher to the bartender; look for
the lesson.
»» Leave your issues at the door.
»» Be helpful and always, always smile.

What’s next for Solomon?
I’m ready to travel with my grandchildren!
With 52 years under his belt, Solomon continues to
greet his guests as they cross the threshold of his home
away from home. His staff is proud to serve under
his tutelage and many diners already know him by
name. For all new guests at Sugar Mill, it takes only
one encounter to change that and today, his name is
emblazoned on the restaurant’s menu.
Order the Solomon’s Brochette. It will undoubtedly
put a smile on your face while Solomon himself will
put one in your heart. Guaranteed.
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“SERVICE IS THE
GIFT OF GIVING.
IF YOU GIVE
WITH ALL YOUR
HEART,

your success
is almost
guaranteed.”

- Solomon Gardner
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